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Industry

Logistics Management

Customer

50+

Complete logistics solution provider for a wide range of businesses
- small businesses, Fortune 100 and Fortune 500 companies. Also

Employees

provides warehousing services for goods and merchandise.

Customer need

They wanted a complete time & attendance solution that included

R

a smooth process to track the employee's check-in and out via QR
codes. In addition to time tracking, they wanted to export the employee's service hours every day into their ADP payroll system to
streamline their payroll process.

New workflow with allGeo

With allGeo’s time & attendance tracking, they were able to automate and streamline many aspects of their workflow. Their

workflow started with setting up allGeo generated QR codes at

their offices and warehouses to track employee check-ins and

allGeo Dispatch &
Monitoring Solution

check-outs as employees scanned QR codes at job sites with

their smartphones. All this time tracking data is now available to
managers with useful reports that show:

Time clock punches and their locations of the entire day, miles between those punches, and notes or messages captured during that
punch.
All the information/data gathered in the field through QR scans,
notes, images, etc.

The second part of the workflow is to export the time & atten-

dance data directly into their ADP payroll system. This happens
through allGeo’s API integration with ADP Workforce Now. The

data is sent from allGeo to ADP with just one click, making their
payroll process much more efficient.

Transportation

About allGeo
allGeo is a leading provider of field service management for mid-size & enterprise businesses to
achieve excellence in field service operations by providing tools to improve operations & payroll
processes. The allGeo platform helps businesses create custom field service workflows using
products & tools such as Scheduling, Time Clock, Tracking & Monitoring, Mileage, Dispatch
Messaging, Mobile Forms, Events based alerts, and Reporting.

Examples of workflows include - Time tracking using geofence and pay rate logic for Payroll, QR
and Geofence sites for jobs tracking, Lone worker safety with E911 integration, Electronic Visit

Verification (EVV) for home health care, and Field Inspection using QR / mobile forms. The allGeo
platform integrates with your CRM, ERP and payroll systems to enable easy flow of data from the
field to your back office systems.

Visit allGeo on ADP Marketplace to learn more
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